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With the development of functional bulk devices it
became necessary to know how Gunn domai-ns move in two-dimensional
device structures. In this paper we present a simple theory
deseri-bing the time evol-ution of such trtwo-dimensionaltr domain
shapes and verify the theory by showing data from probing
experiments.
The narrow rectangle ABCD in Fig. 1 intersects
perpendi-cularly to a tttwo-dimensional-rr Gunn d.omain at the point

F.

investigate whether the velocity of the domai-n segment
can be found by a si-mple one-dimensional theory appJ.ied to
the rectangle. The electric field component parallel to the
domain, Err, is not.limited to zero and is different at the two
II
si-des E and dD. Consequently, current and el-ectric flux are
injected at each poi-nt of the rectangle. A simple perturbatj-on
calculation can be carried out to find how much the veloeity
is inffuenced by this current and flux injection. A numerical
estimate for the calcul-ation shows that the domain velocity is
wi-thin a few percent of that of a one-dimensional domain having
the same domain potential i-n a uniform sample. Since the latter
velocity tends to a constant to when th.e domain potential is
high, the motion of a thin domaj-n is described by
We
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where fr ir the normal to the domai-n at the point P. If the
domain shape on the x-y coord.i_nate system of Fig.

analytically represented. by y = y(xrt),
equation to be satisfied by V(x,t).
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find the fo■ ■owing

(2)

at t = o is given, the subsequent shape
can be found by solving Eq. (1) suhrject to the requirement
that y = x(x,o) represents the given initiar shape. The
solution of the domain shape is straightforward when the width
of the bulk i-s much larger than the cathode-anode distance and
consequentry the effeets of the devlce edge are negligibre.
wtren the width is small, however, the device edge influences
the solution in the foll-owing manner . Line M* in Fig. z
i-ndicates a domain at t = o. After a short ti-me it moves to
E-B*. Since the electric field at the devlce edge must remain
parallel to the edge, a image dipole DD* must be praced at the
opposite position of Eff wi th respect to the device edge e'e .
It may be shown by elementary electrostatics that the field
on FC* has a maximum at E. Inside the device the field maxtmum
occurs along ffi and a new domain segment is nueleated. perpendicular
to the edge. As time goes on the nucleated part propagates in
d.omain shape
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the directi-o^ CT whi-le the d.omain farther ins ide the bulk
This results in a bent domai-n as
moves in the direction E.
in the figure. When the angle /.Cl'A* between
shown ny FFffir
the domaj-n and the device ed.ge is less than 90" the domain
shape is not influeneed by the d.evice edge as the domain
effectively moves through the edge.
The experi-ments verifying the above theory were
performed by utilizing a resi-stive probe described by Thim
and Barber. The length of the samples.ranged from O.5 mm to
2 mm. Figure 3 shows the domain shape variations with time
as observed in a slanted-cathode device. The variation in
shape ean be explained by assumi-ng that each point on the
domain moves in a direetion normal to the domai-n with a constant velocity. This can be seen from Fig. 3 by studying
separate parts of the domain. The upper part above the broken
line, &S observed from the anOde side, resembles coneave
circular arcs of decreasing radii as the domai-n moves - The
part below the broken l-ine resembles convex arcs with increasing
radii as the domaj-n moves. Fi-gure 4 shows how domain shapes
are affected by sharp devi-ce bends. When a domain travels
through a bend. the domainrs upper part bends and realigns
itself perpendicutarly to the upper devi-ce edge as described
in the theory. The lower part, however, tends to maintain its
origi-nal orientation, since the angle between the domain and
the lower d.eviee ed.ge is less than 90" .
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The theory of rrtwo-d.imensional-rr domain mo.tj-on was

eonfirmed by many other experimental results.

These observa-

tions are shown by a L6 mm movie at the conference.
Figure
Fig. I
tr'lg. 2
Fig. 3
Flg. 4

Captions

"Two-dimenslonal" Gunn domain.
Domatn nucleatlon at the devtce edge.
Domaln shape varlatlons ln a slanted-cabhode device.
Domaln shape varlatlons ln a sharp band.
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